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Paired comparison is a popular method in sensory testing, food
technology, market research, assessment of building materials, assess
ment of architectural designs, educationaltesting,psychology standardi
sation etc. Since the number of pairs in suchan experimentislarge for
larger (number of stimuli) the senior author (1967) has proposed frac-
tionation of pairs. This fractionation can be achieved indifferent ways.
A model for analysis of preference data from asymmetrical fractional
pairs named standard comparison pairs containing a common stimulus
was developed by Sadasivan and Rai (1971). Some methods of
fractionating paired comparisons have been developed by Sadasivan
and Sundaram (1971). Of these, one of the fractions was found to
be very useful because of its balanced nature and was named symme
trical pairs. For t treatments Tj, T^, . . . , Tt the symmetrical pairs
are(Tir,), {T, Ts),..., (Tt T,).

The number of pairs in this set is f. We lose information about
<(r-3)/2 and the amount of reduction is 1). For r= 5 we
get two sets of symmetrical pairs. For t=6 also there are only two
distinct sets of symmetrical pairs. In general, if t is odd we get
(/—1)/2 sets of symmetrical pairs and for r even we get (f/2—l)sets
of symmetrical pairs and one set of tfl.

The size of a set of complete pairs is equivalent to (1-1)12
replicates of the same symmetrical pair. The number of comparisons
of each stimulus in each set is (/—I). Complete pairs give informa
tion about all the possible pairs once whereas in symmetrical pairs
each pair occurring in the set gets (t—l)l2 replicates. Thus the pairs
occurring are estimated with relative precision (;—1)/2 in such a
design. But we lose information in symmetrical pairs about the non
occurring pairs. Again the fraction that is selected by symmetrical
pairs is 2/(r -1).

Cyclic paired comparison designs can be used for symmetrical
pairs as well. Consider the case n=5. The 5 symmetrical pairs which
can be made when order of presentation is taken into account may
be set out in two cyclic sets

(1) 01 12 23 34 40

(2)' 04 10 21 32 43"
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Here the set (j)

(5=1, 2,..., 72 —]) is of the form

o, 5;1,s4-1; ,n—1, 5+«-1 where is
reduced modulo «.when necessary. Of these the sets corresponding
to s= 1 and « —1 are presented above. Note that in the set the order
of presentation has been balanced out. Sets (1) and (2) are equi
valent if order of presentation is ignored. For n=5 set (1) changes

to set (4) for the operator 5, 4^ ^ ^ \ )"
Thus (1) and (2) differ only in the arbitrary numbers assigned to the
objects.

For n=6, the symmetrical pairs are set out below :—

(1) 01 '12 23 34 45 50

(2) 02 13 24 35 40 51

and also the half set which is also symmetric in character

(3) 03 14 25

The two conditions which a satisfactory sub-set should satisfy
are: {a) every object should appear equally often, (b) the designshould
be connected so that it is impossible to split the objects into two sets
with no comparisons made between objects in one set and objects in
the other. The conditions (a) and (6) are satisfied for «==5. But
for «=6 all the sets satisfy condition (a) but only set (1) meets con
dition {b). (2) is not connected and separates into two sub-sets
02, 24, 40 and 13, 35, 51 the reason being that 2 is a factor of t.

EfEciencies of symmetrical pairs can be compared in different
ways. Mckeon (1960) has defined efficiency, Ef, of any "paired com
parison design as the ratio of the average between object variance
of the incomplete pairs. Denote the cyclic paired comparison design
by [gi, with gs=l or 0 according as set (j) is or is not
included in the design. Then the efficiency of using one set of
symmetrical pairs is

where

W

1=1

/=1
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and

K«-1)

S'ft Cos 2-(/c//n)-(-l)'

k=\

^ g a rt) n even

=1—̂ gfc Cos 2- {Kiln) nodd
k=l

Some of these efficiencies are given below for comparison :—

set

5 2 1 -800

6 2 1 -714

7 2 I -643

8 2 1 -583

9 2 1 -533

10 2 1 -491

11 2 1 -455

12 " 2 1 -423

13 2 1 -396

14 2 1 -371

15 2 1 -350

Thus there is a steady decrease in efficiency of symmetrical pairs as
n increases. When sets of symmetrical pairs are considered it may
happen that a smaller design is more efficient than a poorly chosen
larger design. It may some times happen that an unconnected design
is more efficient than a connected design.

Efficiencies of the design can also be compared by using the
effective paiftwise precision. Under complete pairs with I treatments
and n repetitions the rating for each treatment is obtained from
(1-1.
\ 2
tions, the rating for any treatment is obtairied from effective blocks,

X«^ effective blocks. Under symmetrical pairs with nreplica-
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If is the variance per block under complete pairs and ca^ the
variance per block under symmetrical pairs the efficiency of symme-

trical pairs relative to complete pairs is given by —r Estimates
1 0*2

of and can be worked out from Thurstone-Mosteller models
for the cases. It may also be noted that using designs of the same
size and assuming experimental errors per pair to be of the same
order the relative efficiency for comparison of any pair of the symme
trical pairs becomes t—\ showing that the efficiency increases with t.

If each symmetrical pair is presented to a number, n, of judges,
the resulting preference data can be analysed by building a model
on the lines of Thurstone and Mosteller. Thurstone postulated a
subjective continuum over which sensations are jointly normally
distributed with equal standard deviations and zero correlations
between pairs of stimuli. Mosteller (1951a) shows that the assump
tion of zero correlations may berelaxed to an assumption of equal
correlation, with no change of method. Without further loss of
generality, we may let the scale of sensation continuum be so chosen
that the difference of any stimulus response is normal with mean d
and unit variance. The Thurstone-Mosteller model prohibits the
declaration of ties. It was postulated by Glen and David (1960)
that where the difference between two responses lies below a certain
threshold, the judge will be unable to detect it; that is if the difference
lies in an interval between (—/• and r) the judgewill declare a tie.
The same model is here modified for symmetrical pair.

Consider an experiment in symmetrical pairs involving t treat
ments and n replications and let A',- and X, be single responses of a
judge to the i-th and/th stimuli. Then proceeding under the same
assumptions as in Glen and David (1960) we get

'•ii^[F~\aii)+F-\ai,)]ll .. (i)

Si'-Si'=[F-\ai,)~F~\aum

respectively the experimental values ofrand resulting from a comparison of and Tj, 2r being the
i at the origin of the distribution of withinwhich the judge will declare a tie and

?{•{}+Po-ii -proportion of preferences plus ties
for i,

=proportion of preferences plus ties
for7 and7 = (i+l) mod t.

( , : . I ,

, form for each of the syn,metrical pairs we
would hke to ^determine the least square estimates of r and.^i.,-
Since this solution is not possible due to lack ofindependence we
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use angular transformations to estimate the values. For large
samples we can assume

7:12 .

F(a)=l/2 Cos >'t/y«(l+sin.a)/2 ...(2)

where-7r/2 <a<7i:/2. Then by following a similar procedure we.
find instead of (1)

r'j^=[sin-^ (2a,j— l) + sin-^ (2fli,— l)]/2 •••(3)

S',.-5'i=[sin-i (2a,.,~l)-sin-'(2a.i,—1) -(4)

For large samples p,-^, the correlation between sin-\2fl,j—1)
and sin-^(2aj,—1) is approximately,

""i-ti /-CN

and hence

Var (/•'fj)=(H-Pf,)/2n •••(6)

Var(S/-5/) = (l-Pi,)/2H ...(7)

For TTfl these variances will not, in general be homo
geneous over the symmetrical pairs. However, in the absence of
extreme comparisons, departures from homogeneity will be relatively
small. It is expected that estimates obtained from an unweighted
least square solution as in (2) will serve as good first' approximations
to the results of a weighted analysis.

Unweighted Analysis of Balanced Experiments

Let us assume that r is a common value which applies in all
comparisons. Assume the variances (6) and (7) to be homogenous.
To get initial estimates of the parameters r and 2,. ,t)
define the observations

Gii, Hi} [;=(r + l) mod 0]
as

r'u'=Ga ...(8)
and

...(9)

From the we obtain the least square estimates of r as
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From the Ha we determine the-least squares estimate S* of Si
such that

S

is a minimum for

Si=Si*{i==2,..., t)

and 5*,=0.

ga expressed in matrix form is
Q^^{Y-XBy {Y-XB)

where Y' =r{Bi2, , Hfi),

andZ, at(r—1) matrix containing I's, —I's and O's as described
below.

Corresponding to each element in the vector, y there is a row
of X, while the column of X may be regarded as associated respec
tively with the elements of the vectorB'. The row corresponding
to Hii has +1 in the column corresponding to Si and —1 in the
column corresponding to Sj. All elements not otherwise mentioned
are zero. The required vector of least square estimates is

5*=(r X)-iX'7whererjSris ...(11)

given by

2 -1 0 0 "

-1 2 -1 0

0 -1 2 0

0 0 0 2

...(12)

This is circulant and symmetric and hence inversion is possible.

Hiz +

Also, ry = H,, + H,32

and hence

_ Ht, + Ht, t-1

B* = (S*„ S*3 Sty.

...(13)

...(14)

The above analysis can be extended to the case of h judges
with different thresholds. A parameter J-| is associated with the
fc-th judge, {k=\, 2,..., h). TlieiestlMte is found to be the mean
of the Gij values pertaining to ' tlie A:-th judge. Any estimate
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5*(i=l 2,..., 0 for the overall experiment is the AM of the
estimates's*i for the separate judges. The analysis, therefore, con
sists of applying the procedure of this section to the data for each
judge, or group ofjudges for which a r;c is postulated. Separate
r*fc and S*j are obtained, the latter being pooled as above.

Weighted Analysis of Balanced Experiments

From (6), (7), (8) and (9) we may write

Var(Gi,)=(14Pi.)/2n -(15)
Var(//«)=(l-p.-,)/2« -06)

If there exists heterogeneity in these variances each G,-,- and
Hij must be weighted in proportion to the inverse of its variance.
This requires estimates of p,-,-, Proceeding along the same lines as
in reference (2) this estimate is found to be

Also

Var {Gi,)—{\+ri,)l2n

and Var(//o)=(l-'",>)/2n. -(19)

The weights for Ga and Ha are respectively,

1/(1 fro) -(18)

and 1/(1-/•„).

Let us denote the estimates to be obtained from the weighted
analysis by r** and t) with 5'i**=0. The quantity
that is minimised in determining r** is

s

and leads to the solution,

r«= S F.,- Gii!^ -(20)
s s

For Si*^, Qi is replaced by :

S Wii {Si-Si-Huf.
s

Representing gaw in quadratic form as :

W (Y—XB) where W is the diagonal matrix of
Wi,'?, defined in (19), the vector ofSi**- is given by

B^*={X'WXy^ X'WY where
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(X'WX)-

and

-^23, -fVsi, 0

(X'fVr)=

0

r 1.3
s

Ae/g

s fVsft Hzn
heli

s WJi
heii

I Wih
- ftf's

0

0

...(21)

...(22)

where 2 is the summation of the associates ^(=^-1 and A:-f 1).
h 6 /j

But one cannot write down a simple general form for [X'fVX]"^.

Since (Z'PFA:) is necessarily symmetric the inverse can be found by
the Doolittle method.

Now we proceed to estimate the variance and covarianceof
the Si** (i=1, 2, , t) and variance r** using large sample

theory. From (15) and (18) we may write Var (G„)=l/(2« Vi,)

which in conjunction with (20) yields Var (r**)= 2 (F,//2n F,-,)/
S

(2Vii^) =•2,j ^ y, since the comparisons on the pairs are made
S

independently. In the same fashion we may write ;

V'ar'(/7»)= so that^
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A

V&T {Wii Hij)'=Wnl2n. Combining this result with (22) we
have the estimated variance matrix associated with the vector :

B**as S ={X'WX)-^ S (X'WX)-'=-iX'WXyi2n.
B** X'WY •

If, r*, r** and the respective S*<, and S** are not in close
agreement, one may conclude that there is heterogeneity in Var
{Gij) and in Var {Hij) and the weighted analysis should be carried
out. In such a case one may use the r** and the Si** to deter^nine
an improved set of weights and repeat the procedure described above.
This iterative procedure may be carried through till two success^ive
stages give approximately the same result. Variances and covariances
of the estimates" should be obtained by the iterative procedure only
at the last stage.

We can also consider the weighted analysis of balanced
experiments when a different r is postulated for each of R judges.
The estimate r^** associated with the A:-th judge (A:=l, , R)
is found to be a weighted AM of the Ga values pertainingto the
A:-th judge. In determining the the matrices and A"
are shown to be respectively the sums of the matrices (21) and (22)
for the separate judges.

Testing Validity of the Model

Using the test of goodness of fit, we compare the observed
numbers in each category with the expected numbers derived from
the solution. If the discrepancies are small we consider the solution
to be internally consistent. For the binomial situation in which ties
are not allowed, a test has been presented by Mosteller (1951).
When ties are admitted, a trinomial distribution is associated with
each pair. In our case, the data constitute t independent trinomial
distributions since the comparisons on the pairs are made inde
pendently. Now we proceed to calculate the expected numbers in
each of the categories. We denote those values of r and Si by r"
and Si" (/=2, ,OwithSi"=0. Using these values, we determine
the expected values of an and as a%i and satisfying the
relations,

fl,/' = [l+sin (r' + S/'-S/')]!! and

fl/-[l + sin (r"-Si''+Sr)]l2.

Let be the expected number of preferences for Ti, ti'.n
be the expected number of preferences for Tj and w'g.f,- be the
expected number of ties when Ti and Tj are compared, where

t/=«. But tii.j" +tio.ij"=nai)" and tij.i/'+ no i/'^noji".
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From the above relations:

S L-

"o(/
-I-

• For large values of the expected numbers the quantity above
is distributed approximately as with degrees of freedom deter
mined as below. There are l symmetrical pairs which yield two
independent observations each. From the data we have estimated
t parameters viz. r and {t- 1) values of Si (i- 2, , t). Thus th3
degrees of freedom for are 2t • t=t.

For the case in which R judges are involved, a separate r is
assumed for eachjudge and expected numbers obtained. A separate
A'''test is made for each judge, the degrees of freedom being t. If
an overall test is desired, the judges being considered independent,
the sum of ^uares may be pooled over the judges. In this case
the degrees of freedom are 2Rt-{R-{^ t— 1).

An Illustfative Example

This model is illustrated with the help of an experiment con
ducted in the quality testing laboratory of the Indian Agricultural
Research Institute, Mew Delhi. Five improved varieties of wheat
namely: 1. Kalyan Sona, 2. Sonalika, 3. Choti Lerma, 4. Sharbati
Sonera and 5. N.P. 718 were used for the test. Five judges were
selected by the duo-trio tesft. Then the symmetrical pairs were
presented at random to each judge in a random order. A preferred
variety is given the score 1 and the non-preferred the score 0. In
case of ties each variety was given the score 1/2. The experiment
was replicated thrice. The results pooled over the judges are given
below :

Pair lU.ii "o-« /7j. 3 Total

1,2 5 3 1 15

2,3 6 4 5 15

3,4 6 3 6 15

4,5 4 3 8 15

5,1 6 2 7 15

Total 27 15 33 75
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Using these data we have computed the vector X'Y and hence
the vector S'i*(i=2, 3, 4, 5) with Si*=0.

5/ - -4321" - 0-299 "

3 6 4 2 -0-116

= 1/5
2 4 6 3 -0-281

S*5 _ _ 1 2 3 4 _ _ -0-213 _

Thus Si* =0, ,S2*=0-100, Sa*=-0 099,

=0.015. Hence the ratings are;

0-100 •]
I

-0-099

-0 183

0-015

1. Sonalkia, 2. NP718, 3. Kalyansona, 4. Chotilenna and
5. Sharbati Sonera.

Using large sample theory the standard error for r and Sis is
V 1/2^0-182. Thus the varieties are not differing significantly

among themselves in palatability. The ties are also due to chance.
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